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heathfield

Colour range

direct

The perfect start

A natural choice

Meeting your child’s needs

Heathfield is the perfect starter

We believe in wood as a natural

The Heathfield and its many

chair for children from 2 years

material for our chairs. Wood is

accessories work in partnership

old to young adults who require

extremely durable and it holds a

together to provide support and

minimal levels of postural support

contemporary beauty that makes

comfort for your child. We recognise

when seated. Its unobtrusive design

it aesthetically pleasing whilst

that every child is different and

means that it fits well into nursery,

being environmentally friendly.

the numerous configurations of

school and home environments.

Our timber comes from sustainable

the Heathfield will ensure that

sources and offers thermal properties

the chair is tailored to your

that make it warm to the touch.

child’s needs.

The Heathfield chair comes complete with a buckle pelvic strap.
The chair is available with fixed arms or adjustable arms. Also you can choose
from a contoured or flat seat.

Heathfield technical data

all dimensions in mm unless otherwise stated

Adjustable

24

Fixed

Size

Seat height*

6901

6911

1

180-230

240

180-240

25

250

6902

6912

2

200-300

280

220-310

45

280

6903

6913

3

240-370

325

260-340

50

320

6904

6914

4

290-390

365

320-400

60

365

6905

6915

5

325-425

435

370-460

70

420

6906

6916

6

395-545

435

450-550

85

420

* Height of chair with contoured seat. The height with a flat seat is 25mm less

Width

Seat depth

Weight limit (kg) Back height

seating

heathfield

direct

accessories

Skis

Ski & half footrest

Ski & full footrest

CODE SK001 - SK006

CODE SK012 - SK017

CODE SK023 - SK028

Provides greater stability

Provides foot support and offers
greater stability

Provides foot support and offers
greater stability

Reversible footboard

Adjustable footrest

CODE FB006 - FB011

CODE FR005 - FR009

Foot support that prevents
unwanted chair movement

Easy to adjust footrest
The sides of the footrest help to
keep feet within the chair

Independent adjustable
footrest
CODE 4187
Portable, height and angle adjustable
Solid support for the feet
Can be used with a variety of products
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Kicking board1

Mobile dolly base

Minimum raise mobile base

CODE KB001 - KB005

CODE DL006 - DL011

CODE MB005 - MB008

Maintains foot position
Recommended for a child who
wraps feet around chair legs

Facilitates easy manoeuvrability

Facilities standing transfer
Easy to move
Only available with sizes 3 – 6 chairs

Footplate & straps2

Knee blocks2

Pommel

CODE FP001 - FP005

CODE KN001

CODE PL001 - PL002 or PL013 -

Ensures feet are firmly in position

Maintains knee position

PL014

Encourages hip abduction

Encourages hip abduction

Only available with sizes 3 - 6 chairs

Independent adjustable
split seat1

Tray3

Tray handrail full width

CODE TR001 - TR005

CODE HR001 - HR003

CODE SE031 - SE034

Promotes trunk support
Additionally can be used for activities,
playing and feeding

Helps to stabilise upper limbs
Additionally can be used to attach toys

Accommodates leg length discrepancy
Only available with sizes 3 – 6 chairs
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1 Must be factory fitted at the time this product is ordered
2 Available on Mobile dolly base, Reversible footboard and Skis with half & full footrest
3 Heathfield chair sizes 1 & 2 must have a suitable stabiliser e.g. Footrest/Dolly/Skis in order to accommodate Tray

seating

Lumbar pad

Sacral pad

PD001 - PD005

CODE PD012 - PD016

Higher backrest in lieu of
standard

Maintains pelvic position

Assists in maintaining pelvic position

CODE BK170 - BK174
Provides extra support to the back
when required

Pelvic cushions – double
thickness (pair)1

Pelvic cushions – single
thickness (pair)2

Pelvic wedge cushions
(pair)3

CODE CS050 - CS090

CODE CS005 - CS045

CODE CS095 - CS126

Decreases seat width
Available in various sizes

Provides hip and thigh support
Available in various sizes

Provides additional support
Available in various sizes

Adjustable height
push handle

4 glisdomes

CODE PH010 - PH015

Comes complete with screws to fix
under chair leg

(also available in fixed height*)4
*CODE PH004 - PH009

CODE GD001
(pictured on Brookfield)

Adjusts to achieve optimum push
position. To be used in conjunction
with a Mobile dolly base or Minimum
raise mobile base
1 Available in sizes 25+25mm, 38+25mm, 50+25mm & 62+25mm, for adjustable arms only
2 Available in size 25mm, 38mm, 50mm, 62mm & 75mm, for adjustable arms only
3 Available in sizes 75x50mm, 75x62mm, 75x75mm, 100x75mm, for adjustable arms only
4 Suitable only for Heathfield ordered with adjustable arms
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